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Megan Steer

From: Rondelle Cagwin <cagwinronnie@gmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, July 11, 2015 3:13 PM

To: MPWSP-EIR

Subject: Fwd: Water

 

 

Sent from my iPad 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Rondelle Cagwin <cagwinronnie@gmail.com> 

Date: July 11, 2015 at 1:52:47 PM PDT 

To: "mpwsp-eir@esaasoc.com" <mpwsp-eir@esaasoc.com> 

Subject: Water 

To : Cal Am Water board; 

Judge Gary Weatherford; 

                   PUC; 

 

I have lived in Monterey county since my parents bought their home in 1966.  Monterey county 

has Always had a water shortage!  Always! The entire county has been rationed long before that 

year too. We have been rationed, had building restrictions ( which never altered the growth of 

this area). An enormous case of Greed!  We have been reminded each and every years for over 

50 years of what we don't have... Which is water... And now you want to stop and think about 

"weather or not to do the Desal plant?" Wildlife is dying, landscaping and crops are dying, home 

values have been affected and in order to water the crops, ground water has been invaded 

!  Why?? It's really because Cal Am continually sit on the fence like what should we do?. 

 

The PUC and Cal Am are generating fear in its customers, and destroying the faith in the ability 

of the PUC and Cal Am to function properly and to self regulate itself in the Best Interest of its 

customers. 

 

I really am grateful that Judge Gary Weatherford has addressed the issue of the dual role by 

Dennis Williams but the bigger question other than the corruption is Why the Hell we have to be 

constantly put in a position to cut back, pay high prices while Cal Am is doing nothing but taking 

our money while Not taking care of the people's NEEDS!!  And driving up the price of 

water!  I'd love to see some harsh penalties come down on Cal Am and Forced Fast track the 

Desal plant !  What we have here by Cal Am Water is pure Greed and corruption! 

 

Thank you... If you actually take the time to read this. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

A really pissed Off customer! 
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